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Overview 
 
‘Re-modelling Fashion’ is a collaboration between UAL’s Centre for Sustainable 
Fashion and Cambridge University’s Institute for Manufacturing, fashion 
practitioners in design, production, and retail at Petit Pli, Phoebe English, Save Your 
Wardrobe and ASOS, and students in the UK and abroad. It is part of a wider 
network of researchers and practitioners, brought together through the UKRI-
funded ‘Business of Fashion, Textiles and Technology’ clusters project. The project 
drew on research expertise in fashion design, business model innovation, and 
transformation design, to develop a new framework for scenario-building during the 
inspiration phase of the design process. The method, which was developed and 
tested with its prospective users (designers/ fashion businesses), supports 
designers to imagine the future context for their designs, as well as the designs 
themselves, in order that those designs can contribute to realising more sustainable 
future systems. 
 
Case study methodology 
 
This case study series is intended to represent the diversity of design practice 
research in social and sustainable design across UAL, and to articulate its 
contribution to both real-world challenges and academic research. It uses the 
conceptualisation of practice research in design, developed in 'Practice research in 
design: Towards a novel definition’.1 Each case study is based upon a semi-
structured interview with a researcher, as well as reviewing related literature and 
documentation from the project.  
 
  

 
1 Kaszynska, P., Kimbell, L., & Bailey, J. (2022) Social Design Institute Working Paper. Practice research 
in design: Towards a novel definition. London: UAL Social Design Institute. 
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Project context 
 
It is widely acknowledged that the fashion industry has an important role to play in 
the climate agenda, and that the industry “needs to embrace a deeper, more 
systemic change...”.2 However current approaches to sustainability mainly focus on 
resource efficiency and problem minimisation and look at the impact of specific 
design decisions on these objectives, such as material switches or improved 
logistics. While these are all necessary, they deal with the symptoms of the climate 
emergency in an incremental way, and there is a need for more radical change. 
Remodelling Fashion begins from the belief that designers have the ability to go 
further in imagining new worlds, and in developing products that can bring those 
worlds to life. The project was developed as a tight collaboration with designer-
innovators at ASOS and in small brands who are pioneers in their fields. The SMEs 
brought their visions for regenerative fashion, business models for changed 
acquisition practices, and material and product innovation to the project – thereby 
building on the expertise and situational knowledge of those who are at the 
forefront of remodelling fashion for sustainability. 
 
Research context 
 
Re-modelling Fashion draws on a range of theoretical concepts and bodies of 
knowledge, including transformation design, future scenarios, and business model 
innovation with an aim to produce extended value in products and services. 
Extended value refers to expanding the idea of what the value of a garment is – 
thinking beyond the singular financial value manifested at the point of sale, to how it 
can have an extended value for the owner or other future users, or how it can create 
value in a system. The designers involved in the project all embody this intent in 
different ways: through establishing supply chains that support regenerative 
agriculture,3 through helping people repair their clothes and ‘shop their own 
wardrobe,’4 and through creating clothes that grow over 7 sizes.5  
 
‘Transformation Design’6 is an approach proposed by the Design Council’s ‘Red 
Unit’, which places the emphasis on developing capabilities and methods of 
navigation as well as the specific solutions that contribute to realising new worlds. It 
is about designing the context, as well as designing for the context. Futures 
scenarios are increasingly widely used across industries and disciplines, 
understood as valuable tools in pre-conceptualising transformation and opening a 

 
2 United Nations Climate Change, 2021, Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action. 
3 See: English, P. (2021) ‘Here: An Alternative Route at the British Library’ Phoebe English, September 
2021 [blog]. Available at: https://phoebeenglish.com/blogs/projects/here-an-alternative-route-at-the-
british-library (Accessed: 3 Aug 2022). 
4 Business of Fashion, Textiles and Technology (2021) Save Your Wardrobe. Available at: 
https://bftt.org.uk/funded_project/save-your-wardrobe/ (Accessed: 3 Aug 2022) 
5 Business of Fashion, Textiles and Technology (2021) Petit Pli. Available at: 
https://bftt.org.uk/funded_project/petit-pli/ (Accessed: 3 Aug 2022) 
6  Burns, C. Cottam, H. Vanstone, C. Winhall, J. (2006) Red Paper 02 Transformation Design, Design 
Council 
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perspective into new paradigms7. They are extrapolations of possibility, rather than 
predictions. When operationalised in design, these have tended to propose stories 
that designers can use as starting points to design for uncertain futures. Finally, 
research and practice on business model innovations to support industrial 
sustainability is developing rapidly in areas such as product-service systems, 
closed-loop business models and industrial ecology.8 
 
Core research questions 
 
Building on this interdisciplinary mix of practice, knowledge and theory, the aim of 
Remodelling Fashion is to: 
 

• Explore design for extended value for products including novel 
acquisition and use practices 

• Explore business model change and innovation for extended value 
• Develop new product-service-systems concepts exemplifying value in 

economic, social, environmental and cultural terms 
 
The research proposes that by front-ending the design process with a deep 
reflection on the challenges and drivers for sustainability, true transformation can be 
enabled; and so a methodology to do this was developed. 
 
Approach and methods 
 
The project took a co-inquiry approach, convening a diverse community that 
included researchers from Cambridge and CSF, fashion industry professionals, and 
students from design, fashion and marketing, all treated as co-researchers in the 
project. Together they co-created, iterated and tested an expanded future scenario-
building methodology, in order to bring considerations of sustainability and 
transition into the earliest ‘inspiration’ phases of design to change the paradigm at 
that point. While scenarios have been used for some time as readymade stories 
developed by experts that are shared with designers to provoke experimentation, 
Re-modelling Fashion created a method by which designers can do the scenario-
building too.  
 
The team began with a literature review, detailed case studies of over 30 examples 
of pioneering fashion businesses and initiatives, a review of over 150 cases of 
sustainability-led businesses, and co-design amongst the research team. This open 
search for signals of change led to a set of themes for scenarios, based on the 
methodology for scenario building defined by Peter Schwartz.9 The team defined 
key themes for the scenario framework as control vs trust, and local vs global. 
These are then used as intersecting vectors that create four scenarios. The team 

 
7 Government Office for Science (2017) ‘The Futures Toolkit: Tools for Futures Thinking and Foresight 
across UK Government’, p. 116. 
8 Evans, S. Vladimirova, D. Holgado, M. Van Fossen, K. Yang, M. Silva, E. Barlow, C. (2017) ‘Business 
Model Innovation for Sustainability: Towards a Unified Perspective for Creation of Sustainable Business 
Models’ Business Strategy and the Environment. 26. 10.1002/bse.1939. 
9 Schwartz, P. (1991). The Art of the Long View. Doubleday/Currency, 1991. University of Michigan. 
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then designed, tested and iterated a navigation framework, through workshops with 
businesses, UAL students and students from other institutions. This framework 
allows designers to both imagine the future scenario or context and the products 
simultaneously, thereby creating things that contribute to realising that future.  
 
Outcomes: what did the practice research produce? 
 
For the site... 
 
In applying the methodology with students and businesses, the project resulted in a 
number of speculative design concepts for products that embody extended value in 
different ways.  
 
For design practice... 
 
Re-modelling Fashion has resulted in a method for future scenario-building that can 
be used in the inspiration phase of a design process, allowing designers to think 
about the broader product-service-system context, and different ways that a 
product might create value within that system. This is accessible as a guidebook 
and series of worksheets, that take the user through a seven-step process, from 
designing the scenario all the way through to conceptualising the product-service 
systems that might respond to identified needs and values. Early indications 
suggest that this supports a completely different way of working in practice. 
 
For research... 
 
A key approach in this work is to use designers’ tacit knowledge, knowing more 
than we can tell (Polanyi, 1967) using conceptual information and images to 
communicate understanding of processes and challenges. Using lived experiences 
of design practitioners as the starting point of the research supports a process that 
is both tightly connected to real-world challenges of the industry and proposes 
solutions which apply more seamlessly to the concerned businesses and 
individuals’ needs. For transformation design to have a lasting and meaningful 
effect, it needs to stand the test of time and change behaviours beyond the 
research collaboration.   
 
The use of the scenario method in the development of speculative design concepts 
with various participants suggests the need to further explore the effect of such a 
process on the business practices in the longer term. Further to the use of the 
framework in product development, there is also potential to use the scenario 
method to test the potential resilience of various businesses and product service 
concepts. 
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Further reading and resources 
 
Project webpages: 
 

• Challenge 3: Re-modelling Fashion 
• Re-modelling Fashion (BFTT) 

 
Conference papers reporting on early phases of the project: 
 

• Forst, Laetitia and Vladimirova, Doroteya and Williams, Dilys and Evans, 
Steve (2021) Re-Modelling Fashion through Scenario Planning: Conceptual 
scenarios informing design practices. In: 6th International Conference on 
New Business Models: New Business Models in a Decade of Action: 
Sustainable, Evidence-based, Impactful, 9-11 June 2021, Halmstad 
University, Sweden. 

 
• Williams, Dilys and Forst, Laetitia and Vladimirova, Doroteya and Evans, 

Steve (2021) Building our worlds: co-developing future scenarios as a 
methodology for fashion researchers and designer-innovators. In: EAD 2021 
Safe Harbours for Design Research, 11-15 October 2021, Online. 
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Researcher biography 
 
Laetitia Forst is a textile designer and a postdoctoral researcher on two UAL 
research projects: the Business of Fashion Textiles and Technology (BFTT) project 
with the Centre for Sustainable Fashion, and HEREWEAR with the Centre for 
Circular Design. Her PhD with the Centre for Circular Design explored the potential 
of textile design for disassembly as a circular design strategy to improve material 
recovery and recycling.  
 

https://bftt.org.uk/challenges/challenge-3/
https://www.sustainable-fashion.com/bftt-re-modelling-fashion



